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INTRODUCTION
Epic lacks a streamlined “out of the box” technical solution for documenting large volume apheresis procedures for red blood cell or fresh frozen plasma. This gap leads to 
clinicians using the paper-driven transfusion administration record. Paper workarounds bypass electronic safety checks and increases mental burden. This challenge 
provided an opportunity to use tools provided by Epic using a creative approach.
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CONCLUSION

This specialized workflow allows transfusionists to order, release, and document large volume transfusions in real time with precision. It has been validated to work in real 
world clinical scenarios. Two departments (7 South Dialysis and Doctor Office Towers 6) are currently using this workflow with the ability to scale if needed. 

METHODS AND RESULTS

Ordering

Products are ordered with a transfusion 
indication of “red cell exchange” or 
“plasma exchange.” The delivery method 
selected is “blood bank to prepare cooler.” 

This unique combination triggers the 
specialized workflow.

Releasing

The transfusionist retrieves the cooler from 
the blood bank. Next, the transfusionist 
counts the number of bags in the cooler 
and completes the task for numbers of 
products received.

The number of releases available 
dynamically updates based on the answer. 

All flowsheets are released by clicking the 
“release” link.  

Administration

The transfusionist scans each bag of blood 
for dual verification. The blood picker helps 
the user find the correct flowsheet group.

The transfusionist scans the patient's 
armband once during the mass dual sign. 
The “apheresis verify” MAR action is used 
for each product.

During administration, the transfusionist 
scans each bag and uses the “apheresis 
start” MAR action when starting a 
transfusion. Administrations can be 
performed in rapid succession.

Reporting

All products administered in Epic are 
available in “Chart Review” under a single 
parent order. Information also appears in 
the “Transfusion Dashboard”. Physical 
paper trails are eliminated. 


